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Let G be a finite abelian group of order n. Let 2 and Q denote the rational 
integers and rationals, respectively. A group matrix for G over Z (or Q) is an 
n-square matrix of the form &c a 0 P(g), where a, E Z (or Q) and P is the regular 
representation of G so that P(g) is an n-square permutation matrix and P(gh) = 
P(g)P(h) for all g, h E G. It is known that if M is an arbitrary positive definite 
unimodular matrix over Z then there exists a matrix A over Q such that M = 
ATA, where r denotes transposition. This paper proves that the exact analogue 
of this theorem holds if one demands that M and A be group matrices for G 
over Z and Q, respectively. Furthermore, if M is a group matrix for G over the 
p-adic integers then necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence 
of a group matrix A for G over the p-adic numbers such that M = ATA. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is known [I 1, pp. 323-3241 that if M is an arbitrary positive definite 
unimodular matrix over the rational integers Z then there exists a matrix A 
over the rationals Q such that M = ATA, where T denotes transposition. 
Is this theorem true if we demand that all of the above matrices be group 
matrices for some finite abelian group G? (A group matrix over Z (or 
over Q) for a finite group G of order n is an n-square matrix of the 
form CBEG u,P( g) where u9. is an element of Z (or Q) and P is the left 
regular representation of G so that P(g) is an n-square permutation 
matrix and P( gh) = P(g) P(h) for all g, h E G.) The answer to the above 
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question is yes and one object of this paper is to prove that fact 
(Theorem 2). 
Furthermore, it is hoped that this paper will provide a link between the 
theory as it has been developed over fields [5] and the theory as it has been 
developed [4, 6,8-10, 12, 131 and still needs to be developed over 2 and 
over the p-adic integers. 
2. PRELIMINARY NUMBER THEORETIC FACTS 
Let the local field K be a finite separable extension of the local field k. 
Let IV(.) = IV&*) be the norm from K into k. Let S(e) = S,,,(m) be the 
trace from K into k. Let D, U, 5& I7 and o, U, p, r be the rings of integers, 
groups of units, prime ideals, and primes in K and k, respectively. Let C 
denote proper subset inclusion in contrast to C, which simply denotes 
subset inclusion. Let 0’ = {a E K 1 S(&) C o}. By Theorem 1 on page 86 
of [l] 0’ is a fractional ideal IPD with m > 0. The different D is defined 
D = D--l = II’% with m > 0 [l, p. 871. Let D, be any element in ?p*, 
i.e., ord&!, > s. 
LEMMA 1. Let the local jield K be a finite normal separable totally 
ramified extension of the local field k of degree q, where q is a prime. Let 
D = ‘p” be the different. Let n satisfy the inequality (n + l)(q - 1) > m. 
Then n 3 1 and I + pn C N(U). 
Proof. This proof follows closely a segment of a proof in Artin [l, 
pp. 137-1401. Given a unit b, in 1 + p” we will construct a unit E in K 
such that b, = N(E). Before we start the actual construction we will first 
carry out a norm computation and a trace computation. 
Let x be an integer in k (i.e., x E o) and for s, an arbitrary element of Z, 
let 117, be an arbitrary element of ?JP (where ‘Q” = XI). The Galois group 
B(K/k) is cyclic of order q. (We use normal and separable here.) Let 
S&/k) = (1 = u”, ol, u2 ,..., a*-‘}, 
i.e., u is the generator. Since x E k, 
4-l 
Hence 
N(1 + XnJ = n (1 + XII;?. 
i=O 
N(l + XII,) = 1 + i xqxip)), 
i=l 
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where Z’ ranges over all polynomials fi(u) = a, + alu + a.* $ a,@-1 
that have precisely i coefficients equal to 1, and the remaining q - i 
coefficients equal to 0. (Note: Lrz’+O ’ is an alternative way of writing 
u”(L’,) * uj(n,).) If i = 1 then 
If i = q then 
jy'Ifi('" = p+o+.*.+oQ-1 = jq17,). 
8 * 
If fi(U) = a, + a,u + a.* + a,-,a 11-l is a polynomial having precisely i 
coefficients equal to 1 and the remaining q - i coefficients equal to 0, 
then for all t (0 < t < q - 1) I+&(U) = c,, + clu + ... + c~-~uQ-~ is a 
polynomial with the same property. 
We want to show that if 1 < i < q then all the ~%(a)(0 < t < q - 1) 
are distinct. Suppose u”fi(u) = uJfi(u) for t > j. Then u”-jfi(u) = fi(u). So 
then there exists a minimum positive exponent r < q such that Y&(u) = 
fi(u). Since &(u) =f*(u) and q = ar + b, where 0 < b < r it follows 
that cP’~(u) =f*(u). The minimality of r forces b to be 0 and hence r is a 
divisor of the prime q. Therefore r = 1. Thus a,, + ulu + a** + ~~-~a*-~ = 
h(u) = C&(U) = a,-, + uoa + a.. + u,-~u~-~. Hence all the uzs are equal 
and ft(u) = 1 + u + *.. + uQ-l. Thus for 1 -C i < q, all the u”f*(u) are 
distinct, and hence, if 1 -=c i < q, then each set of associated polynomials 
contributes a term to the coefficient of xi, namely, 
q(u) + qfJ(l) + . . . + q-lfib) = qqt’“‘). 
Let I . In and I * IP be the normalized valuations on K and k, respectively. 
By [ll, 32 : 31 
(1) 
Therefore LI?(“) = L7,, , where l7<, is some element of Cgis, and hence 
S(17:‘(@“) = S(&). Since the coefficient of xi is a sum of terms of this 
form (i.e., of the form S(&)), it itself is of this form and so we have 
Q-1 
w + x17,) = 1 + xS(17,) + A?N(UJ + c X$s(n,J (2) 
i=2 
where l7<, is some element of ‘!JP. 
Now for the trace computation. Let s E 2. Then S(Cp8) is a fractional 
ideal in k. For suppose there exists a number u E S(‘$P) such that the 
ord, a is arbitrarily small. Then ordncz is arbitrarily small. Using the fact 
641/7/r-6 
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that ordn(x + JJ) > inf{ordQ(x), ordn( JJ)}, we conclude that there exists 
a number b E ‘p” such that ordnb is arbitrarily small, a contradiction. 
Therefore there exists a number a E S(clps) such that r = ord,a is minimal. 
Suppose S((u8) = 0. Let d E K. Then for c E 2 sufficiently small d E +.P. 
Therefore S(d) E ,!$(~T~P~) = ~T~S(‘$~) = 0 and hence S(K) = 0. But this 
contradicts the fact that K is a separable extension of k [7, Theorems 28 
and 29, pp. 25-261. Thus r = ord,a is finite and S(!l.P) = p’. 
We shall now determine r. To do this the following equivalent state- 
ments need to be established. 
(i) S(Cps) = pc t> (ii) p-?S(~s) = 0 and p-(r+1)S($3ps) 3 o 
+ (iii) S(p-‘D$P) = 0 and S(p-(r+l~~~s) 3 o 
c> (iv) S(DJP--Q’) C 0 and S(D’$8--(7+1)g) g o 
o (v) ‘$-@* C D-l and '@8-(r+l)e $ D-1. 
It is easy to show (i) o (ii), (ii) e (iii), and (iv) o (v). The implication 
(iii) =P (iv) follows from the fact that since K is a totally ramified extension 
of k of degree q, we have ‘p- pg = D-TqD = .rr-~,Q = p-‘D. Now for 
(iii) -F (iv). If S(D’!j3--pr) C o then S(p-%p8) C o, and if S(D~S-(T+l)Q) g o 
then S(p-+D!$P) 3 p since S(p-XFJP) is a fractional ideal in k. Thus 
S(p-TD!@8) = 0. Since S(D~38--(T+1)q) $ o is a fractional ideal in k, we get 
S(Dq38-(7+1)q) 3 0. 
Since D = Cp”, 
q!p> = p’o cps+m-qp c 0 and ‘$3 s+m-(r+lhl p 0 
t>sfm-qr>O and s + m - (r + 1) q -C 0 
0 r < (m + s) q-l and r >(m +s)q-I--- 1. 
Therefore 
qpp”) = p[(m+sw’l, 
where [.I is the greatest integer function. 
We are now ready to construct the desired unit. Let n be any integer 
satisfying (n + l)(q - 1) > m. Let s = (n + 1) q - m - 1. Then 
s 2 n + 1. By (1) and the fact that Kis a totally ramified extension of k of 
,degree q, 
N(17,) E p’ c pn+l. (3) 
Also [(m + s) q-l] = [n + 1 - q-l] = n and [(m + s + 1) q-l] = 
In + 1 ] = n + 1. Therefore 
ww = P”, (4) 
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and 
qqy+y z pn+1. (5) 
From s >, 12 + 1 and (n + l)(q - 1) > m it follows that s > 1, and thus 
by (1) and (4) we see that n >, 1. Let b, E 1 + p” for n satisfying 
(n + l)(q - 1) > m. Then b, = 1 + xn”, where x is an integer in k. By 
(4) there exists n, E !jJs such that S(D,) = T?. For this .27, by (2), (3), and 
(5) we have 
O-l 
N(1 + xn,) = 1 + xS(IT,) + xOiV(I;rJ + c X%(IT,,) 
i=2 
= 1 + XT* mod pn+l 
= b, mod pn+l. (6) 
Let n’ satisfy (n + l)(q - 1) > m. Let b,, E 1 + p”‘, i.e., b,, = 
1 + x0+‘. Let s’ = (n’ + 1) q - m - 1. Then by (6) there exists a unit 
E,, = 1 f xJ& such that b,’ = N(E,,) mod pn’+l. Let b,,+l = 
b,,/N(E,,) E 1 + pn’+l, i.e., b,r+l = 1 + x#+l. Then by (6) there exists 
a unit E,,+1 = 1 + xJI~~+~ such that b,*+l = N(E,,+,) mod IP’+~. Let 
b n’+2 = b,,+,/N(E,,+I) E 1 + P”‘+~. Continue in this manner inductively 
defining b,,+,+l from b,,+, as follows: If b,,,,. = 1 + x,#‘+~, let 
b n’+r+l = bn,+JN(E,,+,) E 1 + J.P’+~+~, where Ent+r = 1 + x,17,~+,, . 
We want to show the product I7r~,,E,,,+7 converges to a unit. Let 
A, = E,,E,p+, *a. E,,t+, . Then 
I4 - 4-l Iv = I En, a-* E~~+,-,(&+, - 111~ . 
Since the E’s are units and since En<+, approaches 1 as I approaches 
infinity, (A,}+,, is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to a number 
E in K because K is complete. By the principle of domination [l 1, 11 : 21 
E must be a unit. By [II, 15 : 4a] since A, approaches E with respect to 
I * Iq.3, it follows that N(A,) approaches N(E) with respect to 1 * IP. Since 
1 + x,+@‘+‘+l = bnt+rfl 
= &4%%) W%+d *.* N&+r) 
= hz#Wr), 
we conclude that x~+~P’+++~N(A~) = b,, - N(A,.). Hence N(A,) approaches 
b,? . Finally we have b,* = N(E). 
We must introduce some more notation before we proceed. Let p be 
an arbitrary prime, Q, the p-adix numbers, and flcl a primitive dth root of 
1 (i.e., a d-order generator of the roots of xd - 1 E Q,[x]). From now on 
the symbols D, U, !& IT and O, U, p, r shall always (except for Lemma 4) 
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denote the rings of integers, groups of units, prime ideals, and primes of 
the local fields Q&Id) and Q,(ca + {;l), respectively. 
LEMMA 2. Let d > 2, K = Q9(td) and k = QP(cd + C;‘). Let p be a 
prime dividing d. 
(i) If d is odd and has at least two distinct prime factors or tf d = 2d 
and d’ has at least two distinct prime factors then K is an unramtjied extension 
of-k. 
(ii) if d has only one prime factor (i.e., d = pa > 2) then K is a 
totally ramified quadratic extension of k. Let 1 ,< c < a. Let r = pc. 
Then Q,(&) is a totally ramified extension of Q, , 5, - 1 is a prime in 
Q,(L) and [Q,(L) : Q,l = cp(r>, h w ere v is the Euler y-function. Also 
ord, (5, + 5;’ - 2) =P~-~. 
(iii) If d = 2d’ > 2 where d’ is odd and has only one prime factor p 
then K is a totally ramified quadratic extension of k. Also tf t E Z, then 
ord, (cdt + 5;” - 2) 3 1 if t is even (using the convention ord, 0 = oo), and 
ord, (cdt + cdt + 2) > 1 if t is odd. 
(iv) If d = 2d > 2, where d’ is odd and has only one prime factor and 
tfp = 2 then K is an unram$ed extension of k. 
Proof. (i) Let 5 = ld . Certainly K = k(t) and 5 satisfies f(x) = 
xa - (5 + 5-l) x + 1 E k[x]. The polynomial f(x) is manic and integral 
with respect to the local field k. Since f’(x) = 2x - (1 + t-l), we have 
f’(c) = 5 - 5-l = (c-‘)([” - 1). If d is odd and has at least two distinct 
prime factors, by [14, 7-6-21 5” - 1 is a unit in the ring of algebraic 
integers of Q(t) and hence a unit in K. If d = 2d’ then 5” is a primitive 
d’th root of 1. Again by [14,7-6-21 5” - 1 is a unit in K. Hence by 
[l I,32 : 61, K is an unramified extension of k. 
(ii) Let r=pO, 1 <~<a, where d=pa>2. Let $Y and p’be 
the prime ideals of the local fields Q,([,) and Q, , respectively. By 
[3, pp. 138-1391, 
(5, - I)m(V) (unit in Z[&]) = p, 
where q~ is the Euler rp function. Hence the ramification index [ll, p. 221 
e(5J.Y ] p’) = ordn(p) = v(r)ord&5T - 1). Since 4Y’ I +f> d 
[Q&A : Q,l G &% we get +P I P’) = y(r) = [Q,G) : Q,l and 
ordl, (5, - 1) = 1. Hence Q,([,) is a totally ramified extension of Q, of 
degree F(r), and 5, - 1 is a prime in Q,(c+). Since [Q&J : Q,] = v(r) 
there exists an automorphism 7 E S(Q,(c,)/Q,) such that ~(5,) = [;l. To 
prove the rest of this part of the lemma consider two cases: r > 2 and 
r = 2. 
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Suppose r > 2. Then by [5, Lemma 41 [Q,(&) : Q,(<, + c;‘)] = 2. 
Since Q,([?) is a totally ramified extension of Q, , it follows that Q&,.) is 
a totally ramified quadratic extension of Q,(c, + 5~~). (If we now set 
r = d the first assertion of (ii) will follow.) Hence 5, + 5;’ - 2 = 
(<;‘)(i& - 1)” is a prime in Q,(& + 5;‘). The local field k is a totally 
ramified extension of Q,([, + 5;‘). Also 
W: Q&L + <;‘)I = [k: Q,l/[Q,G + 5;‘): Q,l 
= b@Mdr> 
= pa-c. 
So if r > 2, then ord&, + 5;’ - 2) = pa-c. 
Suppose r = 2. Then c = 1 andp = 2. Since [K : k] = 2 and [K : Q,] = 
q(d), we have [k : Q,] = #)/2. Hence ord&, + <;l - 2) = ord, 4 = 
2 ord, 2 = 2 * (p(d)/2 = v(d) = 2+l = 2”-“. 
(iii) If cd* is a primitive d’th root of 1 then cd = -cd, is a primitive 
dth root of 1. Hence the first assertion follows from (ii). If t is even 
cdt + 5;” - 2 = c$, + 5;” - 2. If t is odd C&J + 5,” + 2 = 
-<& - c,? + 2 = -({i. + 5;; - 2). Now apply (ii). 
(iv) Since K = Q2(td) = Q2(cd,), where d’ is odd the result will 
follow from [l 1, 32 : 6a]. 
LEMMA 3. Let d = 2”, a > 2. Let K = Q&) and k = Q2(cd + &‘). 
For these3elds the difference is D = ‘!$Y. 
Proof. The field K is a finite separable extension of k. By [ 11, 21 : 21, o 
is a Dedekind domain with quotient field k. By [l I,23 : 21, 0 is the 
integral closure of o in K, i.e., 0 is the set of all elements in K which are 
roots of manic polynomials with coefficients in o. The number cd is an 
element of D such that K = k[&]. By Lemma 2 (ii) K is a quadratic exten- 
sion of k and so g(x) = x2 - (cd + cdl) x + 1 E k[x] is the minimal 
polynomial of cd over k. If we can show that 0 = o[{J then we have all 
the ingredients necessary to use [2, p. 17, Proposition 6,], which says that 
under these circumstances D = g’(l;,) 0. But we can deduce that 
g’(L) D = nm = $32 f rom the following three facts: (a) g’&) = 
Cd - 5;’ = G’G2 - 1) = (5d1)(L2 - 1). (b) BY bmma 2 (ii) 
K : Q2(5d,2)1 = [K : Qs1/IQ&/3 : Q21 
= dd)ld42) 
= 2, 
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and thus K is a totally ramified quadratic extension of Q2(&,J. (c) Again 
by Lemma 2 (ii) {d,2 - 1 is a prime in Q&&). 
Now to show D = o[&]. By Lemma 2 (ii) 17 = Cd - 1 is a prime in 0. 
Since [K : k] = 2, we have {I, ca}, and hence { 1, J7} is a basis of K over k. 
Let 1 * I’p be the normalized valuation on K. Let LY. E D, i.e., I a! Isp d 1. We 
can write 01 = a + bn where a and b are elements of k. By Lemma 2 (ii) 
I~‘@== lq and so I a In # / b17 1% . By the principle of domination 
1 a jrp < 1 and 1617 In < 1 and hence I b I’p < 1. Therefore D = 0[7] = 
45dI. 
3. A LOCAL THEOREM 
It is assumed that the definitions, notation, and theorems of [5] are 
known. In particular, let G denote a finite abelian group of order n. Let 
2, denote the p-adic integers. As is found in [5], a group matrix for G over 
Q, Q, , 2, or Z, is an n-square matrix of the form CCEG u,P( g), where a, 
is an element of Q, Q, , Z, or Z, , and P is the left regular representation 
of G so that P(g) is an n-square permutation matrix and P( gh) = 
P(g) P(h) for all g, h E G. Let H = {x} be the group of characters on G, 
i.e., homomorphisms of G into Q&J, where 5, is a primitive nth root 
of 1. If A is a group matrix for G of the form A = CrreG u,P( g), then as in 
[5] define h,(A) via 
h(A) = c a,x(g). 
wG 
Let T denote transposition. For this section let Nd(.) be a short way of 
writing the norm function 
NQpkd) / Q&d+C;l)(‘h 
For any field F let P denote the multiplicative group F\(O). 
LEMMA 4. Let o and p denote the ring of integers andprime ideal of an 
arbitrary nondyadic IocalJield k. If a E o, let 5 denote a + p, an element of 
the residue class field o/p. If a is a unit in D and z = 6”, where b E D, then 
a E kz. 
Proof: The polynomial x2 - a factors in o/p into x2 - ?i = x2 - &2 = 
(x - 5)(x + 6). s ince 0 # z = ha, we have 6 # 0. Thus since k is non- 
dyadic, -ti # 6. By Hensel’s lemma [ 11, 13 : 81, there exist numbers c 
and r in k such that x2 - a = (x - c)(x - r) = x2 - (c + r) x + cr. 
Thus c(-r) = a and c + r = 0. Hence a = c2. 
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THEOREM 1. Let p be an arbitrary prime. Let M be a symmetric uni- 
modular group matrix over the p-adic integers Z, . Then there exists a group 
matrix A over Q, such that M = ATA if and only if X,(M) E SD” for each 
character x qf order 1 or 2, and in the case wherep = 2, the following also 
holds: h,(M) E N4(Q2(g4)) for each character x of order 4. 
Proof. That the condition is necessary follows immediately from 
[5, Theorem 11. Now for the sufficiency. As before let K = Qe(id) and 
k = QD(cd + 5;‘). By [5, Theorem 11, it is enough to show that 
UW E Nd@ f or each x of order d > 2. If we show as a matter of fact 
that h,(M) E Nd(U), we will be done. 
Let x be a character of arbitrary order d. Since M is symmetric, by 
[5, Lemma 51, X,(M) E k. Since M is unimodular, the product D,,,h,(M) 
is a unit in Z, of Q, , and hence h,(M) is a unit in o of k. 
Let x be a character of order d > 2. If p does not divide d then K is an 
unramified extension of Q, by [l 1,32 : 6a]. Hence K is an unramified 
extension of k. Also if p divides d and d satisfies the hypotheses of (i) or 
(iv) of Lemma 2 then K is an unramified extension of k. In all these cases, 
if K = k then X,(M) E Nd(U), because h,(M) is a unit in o of k. Whereas, 
if [K : k] = 2 then X,(M) E Nd(U) by [ll, 63 : 161. 
Thus we have only to show that whenp and d satisfy the hypotheses of 
(ii) or (iii) of Lemma 2 then X,(M) E Nd(U). 
Before we do this let us organize the material to make it more 
manageable. Let o( g) designate the order of a group element g E G. Let 
R={gEG[o(g)=lor2}. 
Consider the set of all ordered pairs (g, g-l) where o(g) > 2 (i.e., g # g-l) 
and no two ordered pairs share an element in common. Let V be the set 
of all first elements of these ordered pairs. Let M = CQEG m,P(g). Since M 
is symmetric, CBEG m,P(g) = M = M’ = CgeC m,P(g)’ = CBEG m,P(g-l) = 
c BEG m,-IP(g). Hence m, = m,-1 . Therefore for any character x 
UW = C m,x(d + C m,(x(g) + x( g-l)). (7) 
cR QEV 
Also for any character x of order d > 2 fix a primitive dth root of 1, i$ , 
and let 
S=(gEGlo(g)>2 and x(g) = r integer), (8) 
T={gEGlo(g) >2 and x(g) = (;dd integer}. (9) 
The sets S and T depend upon x. 
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We shall now consider ap and d which satisfy the hypotheses of (ii) of 
Lemma 2, and we shall consider in turn the case where p # 2 and where 
p = 2. 
Suppose d has only one prime factor p # 2, i.e., d = pa > 2. Let x’ be 
the principal character. Then by the hypotheses of the theorem, 
where b is a unit in Z,, of Q, . Also for a character x of order d, if g E R, 
thenx(g)= l.ForifgER,thenx(g)= &l,since(~(g))2=x(g2)= 1. 
If x( g) = - 1, then h(g))” = (- 1)” = - 1, a contradiction. For a 
character x of order d, let h,(M) = LI E k. Using the two facts above we get 
a = C mU + 2 C ma + C ma&(g) + X(8’) - 2) 
f=R a6V ev 
= b2 + C ma&(g) + X(P) - 2). 
By Lemma 2 (ii), x(g) + x(g-‘) - 2 E p. Using the notation of Lemma 4, 
Z = b2 and so by Lemma 4, a E k2. Since AX(M) is a unit in k and since by 
Lemma 2 (ii) K is a quadratic extension of k we have h,(M) E Nd( V). 
Now for the lengthy case. Suppose d has only one prime fatter p = 2, 
i.e., d = pa > 2. If a = 2, then by the hypotheses of the theorem and 
[ll, 32 : 31, AX(M) E N&Y) for x of order d = 4. So we can assume a > 3. 
Let x be a character of order d = 2a > 8. Fix a primitive dth root of 1, &, 
and for this x define S and T as in (8) and (9). 
(a) If g E R then xb12( g) = 1. For g2 = 1 and hence x(g) = f 1. 
Therefore x”/“(g) = (&l)“/” = 1 since d/2 is even. 
(b) Now to show that for any g E G, 
(i) xd12(g) = 1 * x(g) = [y *IIteger 
(ii) xd12(g) = -1 * x(g) = [idd integers 
For each g E G we have xd12(g) = &l since hd/2(g))2 = x”(g) = 1. Thus 
it suffices to show (i) + and (ii) e . For (i) c , suppose x(g) = (2. Then 
x”/“(g) = ({y)d/2 = 1. For (ii) t , suppose x(g) = {y+l. Then x”/“(g) = 
(5~+93/2 = gyy = -1. 
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(c) Since the order of xdj2 is 2, by (a) and (b) and the hypotheses of the 
theorem 
&dM) = c m, -I- 2 c m, - 2 c m, = b2, 
PER sevn.s WVnT 
(10) 
where b is a unit in & of Q, . 
(d) We claim 2 E p2. By Lemma 2 (ii) K is a totally ramified extension 
of Q, and hence k is a totally ramified extension of Q, . Thus 2 E p2 since 
for a > 3, [k : Q,] b 2. 
(e) If Z, denotes the 2-adic integers, then xgErnT m, is an element of 
22,) which is a subset of p2. For let x’ be the principle character. Then 
WW= Cm,+2 C m,-i-2 C mp=u2E1+8Z2, (11) 
QER #E vns QGVnT 
where a is a unit in Zs of Q, . From (10) and (1 l), since both u2 and b2 are 
elements of 1 $ 82, , we have 4 zgEVnT m, = a2 - b2, which is an element 
of SZ, . Therefore zgEVnT m, E 22,) and by (d), 2Z2 C p2. 
The goal at hand is to show that h,(M) E 1 + pa so that Lemmas 1 and 3 
can be applied to obtain h,(M) E Nd(u). If g E R and mgx( g) = -mg , 
then m,x(g) = m, - 2m, , and so 
UM = C mgxtg) + 2 C m, + C m,Cdg) + x(g-9 - 2) 
eeR QEV #SV 
=~Rmg-l-2z-k2 C mg  + C m,txtd + x(P) - 21, 
#EV #EV 
where z E Z, . By (d), (ll), and Lemma 2 (ii) 
&kW + Pa = 1 + C m&(g) + x(g-l) - 2) 
#EVr-lS 
+ c m,tx(g) + xtg-‘> - 2) + P2 
#EVnT 
= 1 + C m,txtg> + x(P)) + pa. 
osVnT 
If we show 2 gEvnT m,(x(g) + x&l)) E pa, then h,(M) E 1 + pa. Let 
g E v n T. Then x(g) = cd’, where s is an odd number. Let 5 = cd. Then 
x(g) + x(F) = 5” + Cl-“. But 
(12) 




(-l)(S-u/2 + c (-1)b--2~+1q52~ + 5-29. (13) 
j=l 
To establish (13), note that 
&-l)"-li.-"+l = b-1)'2 z1 (-1)1-15"-2~+1 + (-l)CS-1,/2 
+ f: (-l)i-l5s--2i+l~ 
i4s+w/2 
(14) 
Now, for the first summand on the right-hand side of (14), use the following 
substitution 2j = s - 2i + 1 to change expressions in i to expressions inj. 
For the third summand use -2j = s - 2i + 1. 
Let g E V n T and let x(g) = 5”. Using (12) and (13) we get 
47(x(g) + x(LFN 
= m,([ + c-1) i(-l)'b"/2 + (8~'2(-1)L~-2j-l~,2(~2j + c-291 
j=l 
= (- l)‘“-“&?z,([ + 5-l) + m,(5 + 1-l) 
(s-1)/2 
x C (-1)(8--2j-1)/2[(52i + 5-2j - 2) + 21, 
j=l 
By (d) and Lemma 2 (ii), the second summand on the right-hand side 
of the above equation is in p2. Thus since -m,({ + 5-l) = m,([ + 5-l) - 
2m,(5 + 5-l) and 2 E p2 (by (d)) we see, by using (e), that 
ge~nT~l(x(d + x(&T’>) + P2 = (Jrm17) (5 + 5-Y + P2 = P2. 
Therefore AX(M) E 1 + p2 and by Lemmas 1 and 3 at last we obtain 
uw E Nd( w  * 
The last case. Let p and d satisfy the hypotheses of (iii) of Lemma 2, i.e., 
d = 2d’ where d’ is odd and has only one prime factor p. Let x be a 
character of order d. Fix a primitive dth root of 1, cd , and for x define S 
and T as in (8) and (9). 
(f) ks before in (b) 
x”‘(g) = 1 e -y(g) = g- *nteger, 
x”‘(g) = -1 * x(g) = @d integer. 
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(g) Also if g E R 
x”‘(g) = 1 + x(g) = 1 
Xd’(d = -1 ex(g) = -1. 
BY (0 
Axa* = c mgxa’(g) + 2 1 m, - 2 C m, = b2, 
gER sevns seVnT 
(15) 
where b is a unit in 2, of Q, . By (g), (15), and Lemma 2 (iii), 
Wf) + P = c m,x%) + 2 1 m, - 2 c mg 
gER ssvns BEvnT 
+ C m,(x(d + x(8-9 - 2) 
9eVn.S 
+ C m,(x(d + xk-1) + 2)+ P 
ssVnT 
= b2+p. 
Sincep # 2 we see that X,(M) E k2 by Lemma 4. Since X,(M) is a unit in o 
of k and K is a quadratic extension of k by Lemma 2 (iii), it follows that 
WW E Na( W. 
We have shown that for each x of order d > 2, h,(M) E N,(U), and 
hence there exists a group matrix A over Q, such that M = A~14 by 
[5, Theorem 11. 
4. A GLOBAL THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a symmetric unimodular group matrix over Z. 
Then M is positive definite if and only if there exists a group matrix A over 
Q such that M = ATA. 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows immediately. Now for 
the necessity. Since M is unimodular the product I&,&M) = &l. 
Hence using (7) and the fact that & + 5;’ = 0 it follows that h,(M) is a 
unit in Z if the order of x is 1, 2, or 4. Since M is positive, 
definite h,(M) = 1, if the order of x is 1, 2, or 4. (The Ax(M) are the 
eigenvalues of M; see [5].) By Theorem 1 for each primep there exists a 
group matrix A, over Q, such that M = ADZA, . Since M is positive 
definite h,(M) > 0 for each x, i.e., h,(M) is the square of some real number. 
By [5, Corollary 1 : 21, there exists a group matrix A, over the reals such 
that M = Am7A, . By [5, Corollary 2 : I], there exists a group matrix A 
over Q such that M = A’A. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let M and L be symmetric unimodular group matrices 
over Z. Then ML-I is positive definite if and only if there exists a group 
matrix A over Q such that M = A’LA. 
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